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The
main living room
across the
pool towards
the lake and golf course of the El Gouna
Creativity
andlooks
design
forswimming
kids. Parents
rejoice!
community. The landscaping has imposed a linear symmetry on the view across the pool.

The brainchild of Elhamy Naguib – Graffiti, a magic-land of children’s toys and colorful figures, is a source of enchantment
to anyone who visits it, child or adult. While Obelisque was there, two toddlers arrived and immediately began playing with
the little percussion instruments, and riding the paper-maché animals. Their squeals of delight were evidence that Graffiti had
captured their imagination with its whimsical figures and colorful toys.
This is not a conventional ‘don’t touch’ kids’ toy-shop, but a world created to delight and stimulate children. Elhamy
Naguib has been nurturing the creative instincts of his young audiences for years via his weekly TV programs conducted from
a make-shift studio in his home. His popular shows challenge the inventive ability of his young viewers, and the children
participating. There is nothing formal or conventional about his ‘educational’ methods. These are not ‘classes’, but discovery
sessions where young people learn by doing.

Left: The artist at work. Elhamy Naguib is a man who takes great delight in creating toys for children. His
presentations on television, with a participating audience of children, give children the practical skills
to make their own toys and explore their own imaginations. Here he is coloring an aragoz or puppetlike figure from Egyptian folk-lore. This movable toy is still sold at popular festivals.
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Elhamy Naguib has a wide and varied list of achievement using graphic art and design. These include many exhibitions,
both here and overseas, of his unusual paintings and murals depicting the life and folklore of Egypt. Egypt’s heritage is one of
his main loves. His portfolios teem with subjects as varied as Folk Costumes of Egypt, Disappearing Faces of Cairo, Simple
Joys, The ages of Man and many more. All attest to his wide knowledge and interpretive skills of his own culture. He also
produced art work for nation-wide campaigns regarding the environment, enhanced public awareness of air quality and the
appearance of public spaces.
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Left: The wooden horse came from a carousel and is by well
known artist Mohamed Abaza. It is now part of the Graffiti
collection.
Look carefully and you will see how many of the toys are
made from recycled materials.
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This colorful folk knight is a favorite subject with children. Graffiti hopes
to revive an interest in the dolls that are sold in popuar festivals like the
mawlid. Some are made of sugar and are perfectly edible.
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This miniature nativity set made by Elhamy is the result
of many hours of work on the lathe and many more for
assembling and finishing.

Among the ‘popular’
musical instruments
seen here are the
sistrum and the
paddle drum.

Left: The artist at work. Elhamy Naguib is a man who
creating toys for children. His presentations on telev
audience of children, give children the practical sk
explore their own imaginations.

His portfolios teem with subjects as varied as Folk Costumes of Egypt, Disappearing Faces of Cairo, Simple Joys, The ages
of Man and many more. All attest to his
wide knowledge and interpretive skills of
his own culture.
He also produced art work for nation-wide
campaigns regarding the environment, enhanced public awareness of air quality and
the appearance of public spaces. Elhamy’s
infectious enthusiasm for art and beauty
has captured the affection and energies of
his young audience.
Several Cairo streets can now boast long
colorful murals painted by children in
their neighborhood.
Often the adult residents were puzzled
by this act of spontaneous philanthropy
until Elhamy, his colleague, and their
band of child painters, demonstrated such
pleasure in beautifying what had once
been a drab and ugly street, that people
welcomed the colorful murals and the optimism they represented.
Color the City seems a very suitable name
for Elhamy’s collective that is dedicated to
transforming public spaces in this way.
Left: Eduardo Ortiz, a member of
the Graffiti team, has a genius
for creating quirky and colorful
toys from wire and paper
mache. The products are a
cross between fine art and fine
crafts. His rooster adds a zoo like
touch to this display. Thanks to
Eduardo Graffiti resembles an
amazing ‘installation’ of art for
children.
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Elhamy Naguib has a wide and varied list
of achievement using graphic art and design. These include many exhibitions, both
here and overseas, of his unusual paintings
and murals depicting the life and folklore
of Egypt. Egypt’s heritage is one of his
main loves.
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Graffiti, and the nearby Soul of Cairo
project in Maadi, is the magnet for children’s painting and drawing workshops.
These are fun oriented, and result in some
charming and imaginative pictures or
toys.
A team of creative young artists - Mido,
Sandra, Rasha and Nady - host the classes
and produce their own pictures and handicrafts on the premises. In the same space
there is a shop with lots to choose from for
the parent or child wishing to have a ready
made picture or toy.
For parents, the effect on their children
of such light-hearted hands-on activities is
obvious and plainly audible in the laughter and chatter of their offspring.
There is an ‘indefinable something’ here
for adults and children; this vibrant and
colorful ambiance is full of fun and delight for children and their parents.
The premises for both projects are in
Maadi just off Road 232, but look at his
website using elhamynaguib, and you will
find his exact location and inspiration to
learn more about these two wonderful
places.

Left: These simple toys move
- a fact that fascinates and
engages a child’s interest and
fascination. Such toys ‘educate
and nudge you to smile’ says
the artist.

Graffiti has launched a new phase in its
development - Graffiti Artist Toys. This the
joint work of Elhamy and his collaborator
Eduardo Ortiz of Columbia.
They want to raise public awareness regarding toys and engage the interest and
participation of other artists in workshops
and seminars that will generate creative
toy making.
The toy shown here are made from simple materials - old soda cans, discarded
wire and waste-paper. The recycyling message could not be plainer or simpler.
Many of the figures are copies of personalities from Egyptian folklore. These
colorful stick-like figures act as a reminder
of popular culture and provoke curiosity about Egyptian festivals or customs.
Children love making up stories and these
quirky figures stimulate that tendency.
Children can learn to make simple toys.
They require some supervision but the
main ingredient is an appeal to their imagination which is made possible at Soul of
Cairo by the conducive atmopshere and
the friendly staff. Ω

Left: Many of the toys can be
suspended; some rotate or
bounce on a spring. Others sit
on a table waiting to be picked
up and handled by the child.
These are toys to be touched.
They don’t break easily and if
they bend they can be put to
rights in a second.

